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The contribution of the contact interaction to the shear and bulk viscosities 1) and 1), of a suspension of 
hard spheres is evaluated by use of the Green-Kubo integral forms. To lowest (second) order in the 
volume fraction </>. 1) = 1)0(\ + 13.44</>2) and 1), = 1),0(\ + 4.321)0</>2). Since [J. Chern. Phys. 67. 4690 
(\ 977)] direct interactions contribute to the drag coefficient f in first order in the density. a sphere 
suspension whose dissipative properties include a substantial contribution from direct intermacromolecular 
interactions is predicted not to show Debye-type behavior. i.e.. for such a system f /1) will not be 
independent of concentration. 

In a previous paper, 1 the fluctuation-dissipation rela
tion 

5/v = ~: (£'" dtF(O)F(t)'V(t)dt) (1) 

was used to calculate the contribution 5f of direct inter
macromolecular interactions to the Stokes-law drag co
efficientf of a single probe macromolecule. Here F(t) 
is the fluctuating force on the probe due to direct inter
actions between the macromolecules, v(t) =vov is the 
velocity of the probe, {3 = (KBTti, and the brackets indi
cate an ensemble average. F(t) is determined by con
centration fluctuations around the probe. For a suspen
sion of hard spheres, the first order contribution of di
rect interactions to f was found to be 

(2) 

fo and fO being the zero-concentration drag coefficient 
and the volume fraction of the spheres, respectively. 

In this note, the same apprOximations are used to 
evaluate the contribution of the hard sphere interaction 
to the shear and bulk viscosities 11 and 11v of a hard 
sphere suspension. The viscosities are obtained from 
the Green-Kubo formsz 

(3a) 

(3b) 

where 
N 

(jab(t) = L: {Pfa(t}Pfb(t)m;t +rfa(t)FT,b(t)}-«jab) (4) 
1-1 

The subscripts a, b refer to the cartesian axes x, y, Z; 
Pfa(t), r/a(t), and FTfa(t) are the ath component of the 
momentum, position, and total applied force for particle 
i at time t. The force FTf(t) is composed of a part F.(t) 
due to the solvent and a part Ff(t) due to direct inter
macromolecular interactions, the latter beingl 

Ff(t) = ~~:){ ~ k~(t)h<Z)(k) elt.rf(t), (5) 

where at(t) is the kth spatial fourier component of the 
concentration at time t, h(Z)(k) = I dr(g(Z)(r) - 1) exp(ik. r), 

and g(Z)(r) is the two-body equilibrium radial distribu
tion function. For diffusing macromolecules, whether 
interacting or not,3 

(at(O)a_t(t) =( !at (O}j2) e-Dm_
Zt

, (6) 

where Dm is the mutual diffusion coefficient. 

It is convenient to assume that the direct and solvent
based forces Ff(t) and FSf(t) are uncorrelated. In this 
case, cross-terms between F.,(t) and Ff vanish; the 
contribution of direct interactions to the viscosities then 
arises from terms of (jab which depend solely on F f• 
Since F.f and F I have greatly different correlation times, 
this assumption is not unreasonable; however, it clearly 
cannot be exact. The momentum p, is determined by the 
forces acting on particle i at all previous times; for 
time intervals comparable with the (long) correlation 
time of F" (Pf(t)F,(tH» and (Pf(t)P,(tH» are there
fore nonvanishing. For simplicity, possible corrections 
due to hydrodynamic interactions between the particles 
are ignored. 

Substitution of Eq. (4) into Eqs. (3a) or (3b) gives 
rise to four terms; in a liquid, the term proportional to 
(F,F,) ought to be expected to dominate. For the shear 
viscosity, this term is 

x kyq yh( 2) (k)h (Z)(q) exp[i(k' r ,(0) + q. r ,(t)))). (7) 

Integration by parts and the substitution Ilr,p) =r,(t) 
- r,(O) yields 

(J) = (~:)~V < J dt f; exp[i(k+q)'rf(O)+iq.llr,,(t)]kyqy 
tq 

X_
8 __ 8_ [a (O)a (t)h(Z)(k)h(Z)(q)] 

8 k" 8q" t q 
(8) 

The difficulty with further simplification of Eq. (8) is 
that Ilr,,(t) depends on both r,(O) and on the aq(t). This 
is readily seen for the self (i =j) term. Ignoring iner
tial effects, 

t 

Ilrff(t) = fa dr(vB,.(r) + Ff(r)/f) , (9) 
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VB .. (T) being the Brownian (solvent-induced) component 
of particle i's velocity and f being its drag coefficient. 
F,(T) is given by Eq. (5). On expanding the exponential 
in q.bor,,(t) of Eq. (8), the average over the a,,(t) is 

({1 +iq. (J dT{VB .. (T) + ~::); ~ ph(2l(p)e'P'I',('f) 

xap(T»)+ .•. } a
8
k", 88

q
", [at (0)aq(t)h(2)(k)h(2l(q))) (10) 

the second term of which depends on r/{O) through the 
exponential. The terms in (vBra.:a'l) vanish because the 
random force Fsl(t) due to the solvent is not correlated 
with the concentration fluctuations tlj,(t). The random 
phase approximation 

(11) 

eliminates all other terms in Eq. flO) except for the 
very first. In this approximation, the average over 
initial particle positions r,(O) yields (21T)30(k+q), so that 
the self term is 

I = -KBf N J dt(e,t'Ar(Il) 
$ (21T) V 

x ~(r~ f- at(O)aq(t) h<2l(k)h(2l{q)11) , (12) 
[ak", q.. ~ cp_\: 

where the derivatives must be taken before setting q 
= - k. For hard spheres of radius Ro, in the low-con
centration limit 

h(2l(k) = 32 R3 sin(2kRo) - (2kRo) cos(2kRQ) (13) 
1T () (2kRo)3 

In the same limit, if k = - q, 

(a,,(O)aq(I» = ~ e"Dm,h , 

< e"fk'Ar(ll > =e~D ",-at 
(l4a) 

(14b) 

where D",=KBT/61TT/Ro is the diffusion coefficient of the 
particles to lowest (zeroth) order in the concentration. 
Corrections to Dm due to concentration effects contribute 
to I. terms which are higher order in 525 than those we 
wish to consider here. 

On performing a series of elementary (albeit tedious) 
integrals, one obtains 

(15) 

All contributions to T/ from direct interactions, other 
than those included in Is, are now argued to be of order 
f2f3 or greater. These terms, which involve the little~ 
studied triple dynamiC structure factor 

(16) 

will not be considered further. Specifically, the expo
nential in the distinct part of Eq. (10) may be rewritten 

[exp{i(k + q). rl{O) + iq. [r ,(0) - r,(O)] + iq .born(t)}. 

The factor exp[iq .bor/J{O)] is, in the first approximation, 
the spatial fourier transform of the distinct part of the 
radial distribution function, which vanishes for non in
teracting particles, and is thus of order at least NIV. 
The sum over i and the factor of at{O)aq(t) each give an 

additional factor of N/V, so that the distinct part of Eq. 
(8) is like (N /V)3 • 

Eqs. (3a), (3b) also contain terms 

(II) =~(L Pf(t)P(t)r,(t l )F,{t l »)m;l 
{oJ 

(16a) 

(III) = ; (~ Pf(t)P,(t)Pitl)P,(t'»)m;tm? (16b) 

By comparison with Eq. (9), Pf{t) contains a factor 
proportional to mfF,(t)I{;. (The contribution to p,(t) 
from v B,.{t) has the very short correlation time (m,! 1';) 
and may be neglected.) From Eq. (5), each factor of 
F it) yields a factor a.:(t). Eq. (16a) is thus proportional 
to < a,,(t)aq(t)ap{f /», which has been assumed to vanish. 
In Eq. (16b), the sum on i yields a first factor of N/V. 
The average over the forces is proportional to 
(a~(t)a",(t)aq(t')aq(t'». Since a~(t) is a Gaussian random 
variable, this term includes both factors eliminated by 
the random phase apprOximation and factors 
< 1 at(t) 12)( 1 ait) 12 ), which are like (N Iv)2. The leading 
terms of Eq. (16b) are therefore also of order (N/V)3. 
Eq. (15) is therefore a complete expression to order 
f2f2 for the contribution of the hard-sphere interaction to 
1]. 

An essentially identical series of arguments allows 
evaluation of Eq. (3b) for the bulk viscosity, leading to 
the result 

(17) 

where 17vo is the bulk viscosity of the pure fluid and 170 is 
the viscosity factor from the diffusion coefficient. 

It is instructive to compare the results obtained here 
[Eqs. (15), (17)] with results from theoretical hydrody
namic calculations and from experiments on sphere sus
pensions. The concentration dependence of the viscosity 
may be expanded 

(18) 

Einstein4 predicted at =2. 5. For Ua, a variety of values 
have been calculated, including 9.15,512.6,6 and 14.1. 7 

Cheng and SchachmanB report an experimental determin
ation of at and a2 for a suspension of polystyrene latex 
finding good agreement with their data for ax =2.5 and 
a2 = 14.1. However, as Cheng and Schachman empha
sized in their original paper, their measurements did 
not reach sufficiently high concentrations to determine 
as with any accuracy, so there may be a SUbstantial 
truncation error in the experimental determination of 
a2 • For a suspension of glass spheres, Manley and 
Mason9 report ~ = 12. 7. 

Calculated values for the hydrodynamic and contact 
contributions to Ua are thus nearly the same size. Fur
thermore, if the hydrodynamic and direct forces are 
not correlated, their contributions to T/v are independent 
and additive, in which case one predicts Ua - 25-27, 
which is somewhat larger than indicated by experiment. 
The discrepancy could be eliminated if the two forces 
were correlated, as would occur if the fluctuating hy
drodynamic force on a particle were reduced by the 
presence of other, nearby particles. 
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In many systems, the Stokes' Law drag coefficient I 
depends linearly on the solution viscosity 1/, so that//1/ 
is a constant. If one measures I indirectly, as by mea
suring the tracer diffusion coefficient DT =KBT /1, one 
continues to find 

DT1/ = constant (19) 

The calculation gives here indicates that Eq. (19) will 
not obtain in suspensions whose dissipative behavior in
cludes a substantial concentration dependence due to di
rect interactions. From the previous calculation,l the 
contact interaction makes a first order contribution to 
I: 

(20) 

in contrast, the direct interactions contribute to 1/ only 
in order 0 2• 1/1/ is therefore concentration dependent. 

Detecting this effect in a hard sphere system may be 
somewhat difficult. Hydrodynamic interactions between 
the Brownian particles make a contribution to I as im
portant as that of direct interactions; they also contrib
ute to 7/ in order (N/V)!, However, it was first noted 
by Mazo10 that, in a 10w-saIt suspension of charged par
ticles, electrostatic interactions can increase I far 
more effectively than the contact interaction does. An 
identical effect will obtain for the direct contribution to 
7/. Since increaSing the charge of a protein molecule 
has but a slight effect on its hydrodynamic interactions, 
the effects predicted above will probably be more prom
inent in a suspension of highly charged particles. 

The results of this note appear to provide a qualitative 
explanation for the experimental results of Weissman 
and Ware,11 who studied the ionic strength dependence of 
the mutual diffusion coefficient D", and viscosity 1/ of a 
solution of bovine serum albumin of average charge 
(z) = - 20. They found that I (as obtained from D",) and 
the viscosity (as measured directly) both change with 

decreasing ionic strength, but that I c~es far more 
dramatically than 7/. In order to obtain quantitative 
agreement between the theory presented above and the 
experimental results of Weissman and Ware, it would at 
least be necessary to repeat the above calculations 
while using a form for h(21(k) corresponding to a 
screened electrostatic interaction. This is not as easy 
as it might appear. Bovine serum albumin has a very 
large fixed electric dipole moment (-400 D), 12 which 
tends to dominate any electrostatic interaction calcula
tion, greatly complicating the averaging procedure. 
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